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ABSTRACT
Cloud computing is the latest trend in large-scale distributed computing. It provides diverse services on demand to distributive resources such as 
servers, software, and databases. One of the challenging problems in cloud data centers is to manage the load of different reconfigurable virtual 
machines over one another. Thus, in the near future of cloud computing field, providing a mechanism for efficient resource management will be very 
significant. Many load balancing algorithms have been already implemented and executed to manage the resources efficiently and adequately. The 
objective of this paper is to analyze shortcomings of existing algorithms and implement a new algorithm which will give optimized load balancing 
result.
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INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing has emerged as one of the premier technologies that 
has revolutionized the way services are made available to users using 
cloud data centers. Cloud computing has driven the creation of data 
centers made up of more than thousand servers that are capable of 
supporting a large number of services. The cost of maintaining this cloud 
data centers is extremely high. A recent study has shown that power and 
cooling costs of data centers have increased immensely by 800% since 
1992 [1]. Hence, we need to introduce load balancing techniques that 
efficiently utilize the servers and in turn help in energy efficiency.
Load balancing satisfies two important needs, first to utilize servers 
efficiently and second to promote performance. In order for load 
balancing to work it should also satisfy below major goals:
a. Cost effective: System performance is improved at an economical 
cost.
b. Scalability: The distributed framework in which the algorithm is 
actualized may change in size or topology. Hence, the algorithm must 
be sufficiently versatile to permit such changes to be taken care at 
ease.
c. Priority: Jobs need to be handled based on priority.
Data centers are one of the major backbones of cloud computing. 
Clouds span over the data centers and work with the notion of location 
independence. Cloud computing achieves its two property of reliability 
and redundancy using multiple data centers. Another important 
supporting feature for cloud computing is its network infrastructure. 
With proper networking strategies, a way of green computing can be 
achieved. Even though cloud does not care about a particular locality, it 
gives importance to relative network locality and topology. Cloud load 
balancing is used in the cloud computing environment to distribute 
loads among different computing resources. Load balancing is having 
greater importance in cloud data centers as it dynamically allocates the 
workloads among the data centers and thereby meets the increased 
service demands.
Benefits of load balancing
1. Redundancy: It depicts the way of running at least two servers thus 
giving an ensured event that one of the servers becomes occupied.
2. Scalability: Despite the fact that modest resources are given, correct 
host solution should be found for request handling.
3. Resource optimization: Using load balancing, one can enhance how 
network traffic is circulated to the server group which in turn ensures 
the best performance.
CLOUD SERVICE MODELS
Cloud service delivery is isolated into three models. These models have 
been designed and developed based on varied requirements of the user. 
The three cloud service models are defined as follows:
1. Cloud software as a service: This service allows the consumer to use 
the provider’s applications running on a cloud infrastructure. The 
applications are available for different client devices through a thin 
client interface such as a web browser.
2. Cloud platform as a service: This service allows the consumer to 
deploy onto the cloud infrastructure his own applications created 
using programing languages and tools which are supported by the 
provider. The provider controls and manages all the underlying 
cloud infrastructure, while the consumer controls the deployed 
applications.
3. Cloud infrastructure as a service: This service allows the consumer 
to obtain all the underlying computer resources such as processor, 
storage, networks, and memory where he can deploy operating 
system and run arbitrary software. Here, the consumer has control 
over the infrastructure.
LOAD BALANCING ALGORITHM FOR CLOUD COMPUTING
1. Ant colony optimization: Is an algorithm which makes use of ant’s 
movements to determine the shortest path while selecting the server. 
Marco Dorigo first introduced the Ant Systems (AS) in 1992. IT is 
one of the best optimization techniques, which finds the shortest 
path. Ants use a chemical called as pheromone which is used for 
communication. Similar idea is used in the load balancing concept.
2. Round robin: This is one of the most used algorithms for load balancing. 
In this algorithm, a quantum of time is allocated to a system, so when a 
new request is coming to a server, the master node selects the system 
from a pool of systems and allocates the incoming request to that 
system. Once, it has used its speculated quantum of time the next system 
is allocated the request. This goes on till all the incoming requests have 
been handled. The algorithm makes efficient use of system resources.
3. Particle swarm optimization: Is a self-versatile worldwide search 
based optimization technique. The algorithm is like other population-
based algorithms like genetic algorithms, but there is no immediate 
recombination of individuals of the population. Rather, it depends on 
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the social conduct of the particles. In each era, each particle adjusts 
its trajectory based on its best position (local best) and the position 
of the best particle (worldwide best) of the entire population. This 
idea increases the stochastic way of the particle and converge rapidly 
to global minima with a sensible good solution.
SOLUTION METHODOLOGY
To implement a new algorithm, a comparative study needs to be carried 
out between existing algorithms. This can be done by making use of 
cloud analyst tool or by creating server instances in OpenStack. Once 
this is carried out, we can then intend to create a new algorithm for load 
balancing which would inherit features of existing algorithms.
LOUD ANALYST
Cloud analyst [9] is a graphical user interface-based software that is 
developed on CloudSim architecture. CloudSim allows us to experiment with 
reenactment of distinct load balancing algorithms. It can likewise be utilized 
for showing, recreation, and other experimentation. The essential issue 
with CloudSim is that all the work should be done automatically. It permits 
the client to do rehashed recreations with slight change in parameters 
effortlessly and rapidly. The cloud analyst allows the user to setup user bases 
that are generating the application request and also the location of the data 
centers that handle this request. While configuring many parameters such as 
number of clients, number of virtual machines (VMs), number of processors, 
amount of storage, system data transmission, and other essential parameters 
can be set. This tool then provides the reenactment result and demonstrates 
them in graphical structure. The outcome is provided in graphical form 
containing reaction time, handling time, cost, etc.
Cloud analyst has following preconfigured load balancing algorithms, 
which user can use (Fig. 1):
1. Round robin
2. Equally, spread current execution load
3. Throttled.
OPENSTACK
OpenStack is an open source platform for building and overseeing 
distributed computing stages for open and private clouds. OpenStack 
is managed by the OpenStack foundation, a non-benefit which directs 
both improvement and community-building around the task. Keeping 
in mind the end goal to execute our situation, we make utilization of 
DevStack. DevStack is a tool for deploying OpenStack in Ubuntu. In the 
wake of introducing DevStack on the VM, we need to make cases which 
will mean the servers of the constant environment. Furthermore, we 
have to make use of “HAProxy” which is a reliable, high-performance 
TCP/HTTP Load balancer. This will enable us to try different load 
balancing algorithms and hence check their performance.




4. VMware integrated OpenStack,
5. HPE Helion OpenStack,
6. IBM Cloud Manager with OpenStack,
7. Red Hat OpenStack.
OpenStack has following preconfigured load balancing algorithms, 





In this paper, we would like to study existing load balancing algorithms 
provided by OpenStack. We need to setup up a pool of instances which 
will handle the requests. The algorithm will be tested based on the 
response time and the power utilized to implement a given task. 
This will be tested using a software named powertop. Next, we will 
carry out the above experiment with other existing algorithms but 
which are not in OpenStack. On the basis of these results, we will try 
to implement a new algorithm which will try to provide better and 
energy efficiency.
SYSTEM SETUP
The OpenStack can be installed on a single- or multi-node setups. The 
multi-node setup requires proper network configuration and usually 
requires two network interface cards in a single system to allow inter-
node communication. Also in this setup, all the components are installed 
on different physical systems. In a single-node setup, all the OpenStack 
components are installed on a single system. Above OpenStack 
installation can also be done in the virtualized environment making use 
of software such as Oracle VirtualBox and VMware workstation.
Below mentioned are the minute system configuration required for 
deployment of OpenStack:
6 GB RAM, +2.5 GHz processor, 50 GB storage.
We have made use of Red Hat Enterprise Linux distribution of 
OpenStack (RDO) for installation of OpenStack in an Oracle VirtualBox. 
Fig. 1: Cloud analyst graphical user interface
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The physical system configuration is as follows:
32 GB RAM, octacore processor, 1 TB storage.
Oracle VirtualBox provides the user with numerous networking settings 
that you can add to your VM. Providing information on this networking 
settings is very important to set up your OpenStack. Some of this are 
mentioned below:
1. Network address translation (NAT): Is the simplest option from the 
perspective of the guest system for accessing external networks. 
External access to the guest system is not possible. If we use this 
setup for OpenStack than we won’t be able to access the OpenStack 
from the host as well as other VM’s.
2. Host only networks: Is used to create a network which allows for the 
communication between the host and the other VM’s. However, the 
VM’s cannot connect to the external network, hence not feasible for 
OpenStack install as it requires packages to be downloaded from the 
internet.
3. Bridged: Your guests will get an IP address on the same subnet as 
your host. We use this if you are running servers on the guest and 
wish to connect from other computers on the local area network.
4. Internal networking: Is used to setup a common network between 
the guests only. Communication with the host system or another 
network outside of VirtualBox is not possible while using this.
5. NAT networking: Is the combination of NAT and internal networking. 
This network allows for the internet access obtained to the host as 
well as the access within the VM’s connected to this network. Direct 
communication between the host and VM is not allowed, so we have 
to make use of port forwarding. This also allows you to make use of 
static IPs.
We have made use of NAT networking for the OpenStack installation 
setup as shown below (Fig. 3) with the port forwarding (Fig. 4).
Once this configuration setting is done, we can go forward with OS 
install and finally with the OpenStack install. We have made use of 
CentOS 7 minimal version for this install.
We made use of RDO packstack, which is a utility to install OpenStack in 
Red Hat Linux based OS. There are three ways to make use of packstack 
for OpenStack installation:
1. All-in-one: This will install all OpenStack services on a single host 
without prompting for any configuration information.
2. Answer file: This will make use of an answer file which will contain 
all the configuration settings required for OpenStack install. The 
answer file contains set of yes/no options.
3. Prompts: In this, you simply use packstack command which initiates 
the install, and asks for user inputs when trying to install certain 
components.
If everything was set up correctly you will be provided with successful 
completed message as shown (Fig. 5).
Next you can browse to the OpenStack dashboard URL, to use the 
OpenStack features such as instance creation, network pool and load 
balancer pool. OpenStack is developed using python and HTML, so one 
can easily go about the code and make modifications as required.
To make a power comparison test between existing load balancing 
algorithms, first, we need to create instances and install on it a software 
named powertop. This will analyze the current power consumption 
of that instance. This powertop data has to be fetched back to the 
OpenStack running machine and a comparison is to be made.
Apart from this, our next aim is to add a new load balancing algorithm 
into the OpenStack environment and compare it existing algorithms. 
Fig. 2: OpenStack login interface
Fig. 3: Network address translation network setup
Fig. 4: Port forwarding in VirtualBox
Fig. 5: OpenStack installation completed
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To make UI changes, we had to make modifications to the following 






This above changes allowed us to add the UI changes in the OpenStack 
dashboard as shown (Fig. 6). We need to make further changes which 
will allow us to add the actual algorithm file in the setup, which can be 
in turn used and tested with the other existing algorithms.
CONCLUSION
From the study done on these papers, it can be concluded that 
developing an efficient load balancing algorithm is of much importance 
and using OpenStack is the modest idea. It has been used by many 
companies to implement their cloud and thus provides future scope. 
It is also very easy to implement and make modifications as required. 
The introduction of proposed idea will certainly reduce company cost 
in terms of power utilization.
FUTURE SCOPE
In this paper, we have proposed a new load balancing algorithm to 
be tested in OpenStack for energy efficiency. By analyzing the cited 
parameters, we can further enhance the load balancing study and 
find the algorithm for better resource optimization. The future work 
includes overcoming the problem of deadlocks and server overflow and 
to further optimize the devised technique. We can also implement a 
new service broker policy in the simulator.
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Fig. 6: User interface changes to add new option in dropdown
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